
PREFACE

The area of numerial analysis interats with the area of ontrol and systems theory

in a number of ways, some of whih are widely reognized and some of whih are

not fully appreiated or understood. Many of these topis were part of the presen-

tations delivered at the 2000 International Symposium on the Mathematial Theory

of Networks and Systems, (MTNS 2000) held in Perpignan, Frane. Several of these

ontributions are inluded in the papers in this volume.

This interation between numerial analysis and ontrol and systems theory in-

luding signal proessing has been an inreasingly important topi at the MTNS

meetings. This is most appropriate given the history of the MTNS, whih is a major

onferene in the general area of mathematial systems theory. It is usually organized

every two years and traditionally overs areas involving a wide range of researh di-

retions in mathematial systems, networks and ontrol theory. From its ineption the

MTNS has striven to be a �ridge� meeting between di�erent areas. The symposium is

interdisiplinary and attrats mathematiians, engineers and researhers working in

all aspets of systems theory and networks as well as emerging �elds in engineering and

mathematis with a potential impat on automati ontrol systems and signal pro-

essing. Mathematial methods whih play a role in the areas mentioned above stem

from a broad range of �elds of pure and applied mathematis, inluding ordinary and

partial di�erential equations, real and omplex analysis, numerial analysis, probabi-

lity theory and stohasti analysis, operator theory, linear and ommutative algebra

as well as algebrai and di�erential geometry. There are a wide variety of appliations

onsidered at the MTNS. They range from problems in biology, ommuniations and

mathematial �nane to problems in hemial engineering, aerospae engineering and

robotis. The meeting in Perpignan, Frane, was the fourteenth MTNS.

The development of numerial methods for systems modeled by partial di�erenti-

al equations is an important topi whih was muh evident at MTNS 2000. However,

papers on distributed parameter systems presented at MTNS 2000 will be inluded

in the volume dediated to Distributed Parameter Systems and Operator Theory in a

di�erent issue of this journal. In the present volume we will fous on problems related



to �nite dimensional systems. The papers hosen for this volume provide a mix of

survey and researh papers as well as a nie introdution to several topis suh as

tehniques for arrying out the theory, sensitivity and robustness, large sale systems,

�ltering and related problems, as well as systems theory and its impat on numerial

analysis. The �rst paper provides a more detailed overview of the interation between

numerial analysis and systems theory, and of the works inluded in this speial issue

of the International Journal of Applied Mathematis and Computer Siene.
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